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I.
PREFACE.
This study of the Development and Present Status of
Vocational Guidance in the qhicago

Pu~lic

Schools has been unde -

taken with the purpose of gathering together scattered information regarding an interesting and important phase of moder

•

school eduoation, and of presenting that information in such a
way as to allow the reader to form his own judgment of the
value of vocational guidanoe as carried on in the Chioago Publi
Schools.

It does not pretend to formulate any such judgment on

the part of the writer, whose aim is historical rather than
critical.

It was thought advisable to introduoe the work in

Chioago by a brief sketch of the rise and development of vooational guidance in the United States in general.
A great deal has been written and published about vooation
guidance in the short twenty years or so since the work was begun as a modern procedure.

Some suggestiQn of the wealth of

that published material is given in the bibliography appended t
this study.

But it will be noted that the bibliography oon-

tains very little about vocational guidance work in Chicago.
Scattered here and there through the many books on the various
departments of the U. S., there is muoh valuable information
about the efforts put forth by the Chioago Public Schools in

vocational guidance.

But the Chicago Bureau of Vooatiopal

Guidance has not published muoh about itself.
present the best of reasons for that:

It may honorably

it has been too busy

doing the work to stop and talk about it.
The present study of the work in·'Chioago has had to be done
very largely from unpublished souroes.

The author burdened the

lives of the Direotors of the Bureau and of the Heads of De-

..

partments, by incessant questionings and investigations.

They

gave her much intormation orally, in oonversations; some in
notes and hurried memoranda; some from the unpublished reports
of each,department and of the Bureau as a whole.

The author

further interviewed adviserin the senior and junior high sohools
and drew from them details of the work as oarried on by them.
~he

visited several high schools and one junior high sohool to

study vooational guidance work in aotion.
The author wishes to express her deep appreoiation of the
~nfailing

courtesy and generosity with which the Officials and

staff of the Vocational Guidance Bureau treated her.
~articular

~er

staff.

In

she is under grave obligations to Miss Anne Davis and
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VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

'

IN CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

I

.....,

INTRODUCTORY.
Vocational Guidance and Parents.

...

The general notion of vocational guidance is a very
simple one:

it is the process of helping boys and girls to

enter intelligently upon their occupations in life.

The re-

duction of this general notion to a practioal plan may often be
,

anything but simple.

In a very true sense, such guidance is a

large part of the whole complicated activity that we call
education; it is social and moral, as well as economic, in its
implications.

...

Its importance, therefore, can scarcely be over-

rated.
In tne very nature of human relations, vocational gui ance is primarily a task of the parents.

They, with intimate

knowledge of their children, and with zeal inspired by affecti
for them, would seem to be particularly equipped, as well as
bound by natural law, .to advise and guide their children toward their future ·careers.

This task of vocational guidance

parents undoubtedly have fulfilled, in same
throughout the history of the human race.

fa~hion

at least,

~--------------------------~
2.

parents Need Help in the Work.

-

But in the highly intricate conditions of modern lite

and more espeoially in the oonfusion ot opportunities presented
in the United states, parents are by

..•~o

means always oompetent

to offer effective vocational guidance to their ohildren.

They

may know their ohildren better than others oan know them; but
they may not t frequently do not, know "ha t are the best
occupational openings tor their children.
field of experienoe is often narrow.

The parents' own

To be useful guides to

their ohildren, they need help from agenoies better intormed
than themselves.

In the past, this help was generally sought

amongst their acquaintanoes, in suoh haphazard ways as ohance
afforded: tor instanoe, from a business or professional friend,
or from an interested pastor.

There was inevitable hit-and-

miss about the procedure, at its best; and at its worst it be::!'
came mere drifting.
First Organized Help Given.
The problem of vocational guidance is evidently more
acute in the larger cities, tor obvious reasons.

It began to

impress many generous minds more sharply in the early part of
the present oentury.

In 1908, in Boston and New York, private

groups began organized efforts to help solve the

problem~

The

beginnings in Boston are espeoially significant, beoause out
of them was to grow the present great movement in vooational

3
guidanoe throughout the oountry.

.'

A small settlement group in

the North End of Boston established the first Vooation Bureau,
under the direction of one of the workers at Civic Service
House, Protessor Frank Parsons.

When he died, in the same year

the work was taken over by Meyer Bloomrield, who continued to
serve\:its purpose admirably, both in developing the Vooation
ureau and in helping, through his teaohing and writings, to

•

carry the new movement into other parts of the oountry.
Early Growth of the Movement.
In

~une,

1910, the Vooation Bureau hired a rull-time

investigator of ocoupations.

In three years, it made a thoro

study of nine ocoupations, and published the results in pamphlets. l In 1911, N~. Bloomfield conducted a training course tor
counsellors in the Harvard University Summer School; and in
~

succeeding years, a like course at the

U~iversity

ot California,

Indiana University, Colorado State Normal School, and
University.

Columbia~

In the autumn of 1917, the Vocation Bureau was

transferred to Harvard University, and in 1920 it became a detment of the Graduate School of Harvard.

It had ceased to

personal counselling, its chief activity in early days, and
ecame a training school for counsellors, and a clearing-house
for research studies and general information about occupations.
n before Meyer Bloomfield's activity in spreading the notion
1
A good notion of the plan followed in these studies and the
results obtained may be found in Bloomfield's "Youth, School,
and Vocation," Boston, 1915, pp. 40-44, 65-83.

~------------------------------4-'.
of vooational guidance, the movement in ravor of it

be~~n

to

take on a national oharaoter, as was shown by the first National Vooational Guidanoe Conference, held in Boston in 1910,
wbich was the forerunner of the National Vocational Guidance
Association.
Boston Public Schools Take up the Work.
About this time, some of the publie school systems

•

oonceived the idea that their work was incomplete if it did no
more than try to equip their pupils with certain skills; and th t
it had to go farther, and guide the pupils into proper
occupational fields for the use of their skills.

Naturally,

tbe public schools of Boston, with the work of the Vooation
Bureau strikingly before them, were the first to undertake this
enlargement of sohool purpose.

In 1909, aided by the Vocation

Bureau, the superintendent of schools began vooational guidance for the eighth-grade pupils.

About one hundred counsellor

were appointed from amongst the teachers; but they were given
no additional time or compensation for the added work.

At the

end of the first year's work, all realized that these teaohercounsellors were ill-equipped for their task, particularly because of their ignorance of trade and mercantile opportunities
for their pupils.

In 1913, the School Committee established a

vocational-information departmentjlteacher-counsellors were
given an ocoasional free period to be used for oonferences with
1

Report of Superintendent, School Document No. 10, 1913; pp.
146-147.

5.

s. and information on occupational and eduoational

pUP 11 ,

.'

opportunities was supplied to them.

In 1912, the Boston School

oommittee gave the names of children graduating in

~une

from

five schools in Roxbury to.a Placement Bureau, organized by the
Cb11 dren 's Welfare League of Roxbury

~nd

aided financially by

the Women's Municipal League and The Girls' Trade Education
League.

In May, 1913, the Placement Bureau extended its work

to all the Boston schools.

..

In 1917, the Boston School Committe

took over the entire work, as part of its vocational guidance
activities.

Those aotivities are now four: a) Counselling;

whioh inoludes both personal conferenoes by members of the staf ,
and advisory servioe to the oounsellors appointed in each schoo
b) Plaoement; c) Follow-up on boys and girls plaoed in employment; and d) Research; gathering'data on oocupations, and
tabulating results of follow-up studies.
Development of Vooational Guidanoe in Other Cities.
The period of 1910--1920 saw considerable growth of
interest in vocational guidanoe work; but in almost every instanoe the initiative toward it came, not from the public sohoo
systems, but from private agencies, usually, of oourse, of a
sooial and oivic charaoter.

As soon as these agenoies had set

the work well afoot, the sohools began to cooperate with them,
and in a short time took over the work entirely.
general outline of development.

That is the

It was stimulated and speeded

up in various states by the passage of Child Labor Laws:

such

6.

as that of pennsylvania, operative January 1, 1916, and of
Illinois, July 1, 1917.

.'

The soope of vooational guidance

naturally varies somewhat in different oities; but it may be
said that in general it inoludes, in one form or another, the
tour activities outlined for Boston ••• Theoost of the wo:rk vari s
still more.

For instanoe, in Boston, for the fisoal year 1922

--1923, the cost was $26,026.91, of whioh $25,179.85 went for

..

salaries; whilst in Minneapolis, for 1923--1924, the salary
budget alone for the oentral offioe staff was $50,060.00, with
an additional $35,170.00 in salaries to eighteen sohool counsellors.
The New York Exoeption.
New York City furnishes an interesting exoeption to
this general program of development in vooational guidanoe.
The work was begun there in 1908, by a volunteer oommittee in
one of the Brooklyn high sohools.

It spread to other high

sohools, still as volunteer work, and its promoters beoame
know as The Students' Aid Committee of the High School Teaohers
Assooiation of New York City.

The Committee published reports

of its work, and ten pamphlets on oooupations.

In 1909, it

asked the superintendent of sohools to organize a vooation
bureau.

The superintendent favored the proposal; but the Board

of Eduoation did not aot upon it.

However, in 1913, the Board

of Eduoation appointed a oommittee to investigate the whole
question of vooational guidanoe in its relations to the sohools

~--------------------------~7.1
A year later, the committee, after an intensive

invest~gation,

made its report; in which it appears to have been guided by a
preliminary report made in 1911 by two private agencies, the
Junior League and the Public Education Association.

This

preliminary report uttered a signifioant warning:
"A system of vooational guidance which would mean
finding jobs for children under 16 would be not only
futile but dangerously near explo.tation, however well
meant the intention might be.
Vooational guidanoe shbu~i"mean guidance for training, not guidance for jobs. The interests of publicschool children can best be served by the development of
vocational training.
But in order to decide what types of vocational
training are practicable for children between 14 and 16,
a study of the facts of industry is absolutely essential."l
The Board of Eduoation Committee recommended further survey of
the occupational field; but urged that no further plaoement work
be done until a thorough study should be made of the plaoement
work then being carried on in two of the high schools.

Furthe~

studies have been made and the school system oooperates with
various agencies doing vooational guidance; but it has not
established any distinct bureau for that work.
The Beginnings in Chioago.
As in so many other cities, vocational guidance in
1

"Vocational Guidance~ Board of Education, City of New
No.4, 1914, p. 53.

~ocument

York,

8.

Cbicago was begun by a private agency, the Chicago
Oivics and Philanthropy.l

Scho~.l

ot

In 1910, it undertook the work, on a

small scale, in aid ot boys under 16.
it an "investigational experiment."

The first report called
A year later, three private

-,

grOUPS, The Chicago Woman's Club, The Woman's City Club, and
AsSociation of Collegiate Alumnae, organized The Joint Committee
for vocational Supervision. 2 For five.years, 1911--1916, this
Joint Committee carried on the work, financed by the Various
ganizations which gradually took interest in it.

"The member-

ship of the Joint Committee increased rapidly until now (1916)
it numbers nearly three hundred individual members and delegates
clubs •••••

The first year, one work was

loyed by the Committee to make a study ot industrial conplace boys and girls leaving school.
a later date, another worker was added.

From 1913 the stat!

the Vocational Bureau numbered tour workers. n3

This staff

startlingly meagre in view of the tact that in 1913
315,737 pupils in the Chioago public schools, under
7,013 teaohers.
Board of

But it was a beginning.

ducation Takes over the Work.

In Maroh, 1913, the Board of Eduoation, which had
EdIth Abbott and Sophonisba P. Breckinridge, "Truancy and Non
attendance in Chioago Public Sohools," University of Chioago
Press, 1917, p. 455.
Report of Bureau of Vooational Guidance, trom Sixty-Second
Annual Report, Board ot Education, Chicago, 1916, p. 6.
Report ot Bureau of Vocational Guidance, 1916, p. 6

9.

k
~oe

d with favor on the projeot from the beginning, provided
~

ooational Bureau with an offioe, olerioal assistanoe, and
the V
telephone servioe. Three years later, "the Board of Eduoation
took over the Bureau entirely, and thus far (same year, 1916)
bas appointed two Vooational Advisors·;.."l Again, this is no
rapid development, when we consider the increasing size of the
sohool system:

in 1916, 357,511 pupils, 7,992 teaohers.

in 1920, the work was

.
still progressing slowly;

addition to the staff noted is this:

Even

the only

"In September, 1919,

three Visiting Teaohers were authorized by the Board of Eduoation, their work to be direoted by the Vooational Guidanoe
Bureau. n2

Yet in 1920, the number of pupils had grown to

393,197, and the number of teaohers had made a remarkable jump

to 9,116, an inorease of 1,124 in three years.
1916 makes this frank statement:

The report of

"As yet no definite plan of

prooedure has been adopted by the Board for oarrying on the
work of the Vooa tional Bureau. ,,3
The First Formulation of Purposes in the Chioago Bureau.
The Chioago Board of Eduoation took over the Vooational
Bureau as a going oonoern, and in its first report said:
"The definite and immediate purposes of the Vooational Bureau as thus established, have been
First: To study industrial opportunities open to
boys and girls with respeot to wages and the requirements
1
2
3

Ibid.
"Vooational Guidanoe in the Chioago Publio Sohools," Board
of Eduoation, Chioago, Janu~ry 1, 1920, p. 5.
Heport of Bureau of Vooational Guidanoe, 1916, p. 6.

10.

necessary to enter an occupation, the age at which beginnerS enter the occupations; the nature of the 'fo1'k;
the chances for advancement and development--in short,
to gather the greatest possible amount of information
regarding industrial conditions, in order to advise
boys and girls and to givethem a start in their careers
as workers.
Second: To advise tm children about to leave
school and retain them in school ~en possible, for
there are many who need only a little encouragement
to continue the ir education.
Third: When every effort to retain them in school
has failed, to place in positions those children who
need ass istance in securing emploYlI1ent.
Fourth: To follow up and sup~rvise every child
who has been placed, advising him to taks: advantage of
every opportunity for further training."
The Board accepted this statement of the Bureau's purposes; but
in the same report pointed out

t~t

"the first aim of the Voca-

tional Bureau was to retain thechild in school, if possible ••.
It is worth while to compare that statement with the reluctance
toward vocational guidance shown in the New York report made in
1911.

3

The attitude in both cases is the same, a stress upon

the importance of school education, a primary zeal for sohools.
After the Chicago Vocational Bureau has been studied in some
detail, it may be in place to consider the value of this
att1 tude toward school educa tiOD.

1
2
3

Report of Bureau of VocatioMl Guidance, 1916, p. 6.
Idem, p. 9.
See supra, pp. 5-6.

.'

of the duties called for by the occupation; 2. the haza
riSked in the occupation; 3. the requirements, educational and
personal, for successful work in the occupation; and 4. the
possibilities

~or

promotion and development in the occupation.

Tbe study of occupations was done by

~ne

fessedly, in a loose, experimental way.
motion.

advisers, and, conThere was much waste

Practically, the investigation was begun only when a

.

child was about to be placed in employment, and dealt largely
with the immediate conditions
ployment.

o~

the particular place of em-

But, in spite of this handicap of piecemeal methods,

the general broad purpose was kept in view, and the material
gathered was carefully conserved to the day when the work of
occupational investigation could be undertaken on a larger soal
and with more scientific thoroughness.

No attempt was made in

the early years to publish any occupational material thus
gathered.

The information was passed on to teachers arid

counselors by work of mouth, as occasion arose for its use.

In

fact, it was six years after the Board of Education had taken
Vocational Guidance Bureau before any occupational or
study was published.
r Law.

For some years there had been in existence a state law of
Illinois which commanded compulsory attendance at school between
ages of seven and Sixteen, but which allowed a child to

13.

va school at fourteen when "necessarily employed in !,ome
occupation."

The law was not easy to enforce, as there

no process established for supervising children entering
into employment.
of a

Child

The efforts made toward securing the passage

labor law were aimed directiy at giving the state

police power to regulate .the en try of children into employment.
law was passed by the legislature !n 1916, to become effect
iTa July 1, 1917.

The essential provisions of the law were

three: 1. it set a definite .age ,. fourteen years, below whioh
children were not allowed to work; 2. it permitted childrenove
teen years of age to work, provided they had completed the
elementary school; 3. it demanded the issuance
employment certificate for all children over fourteen and
r sixteen who left school to go to work, and set forth
conditions required for the issuanoe of certifioates.

th~

The

condition required for oertification was that some employer s
give assurance that the child would be actually employed.
Immediately the work of oertification fell to the Vooational
dance Bureau.

The first Child Labor Law of Illinois did not

demand medical examination of the child as a condition of oertif oation; but the Vooational Guidanoe Bureau added that of its own
initiative, and in 1917 ,and 1918 employed one physioian for the
rk, on part-time servioe.

The Child Labor Law has sinoe been

14
~ended

~f

1921

aooepted the Chioago requirement of physioal examination.

The

three times, in 1919, 1921, and 1929.

The law

laW of 1929 changed the school requirement to completion of the
eight grades.

Another law was passed by the state legislature

in 1920 to become effective on September 1, 1921, whioh
authorized Continuation Schools under oertain conditions.

The

Chicago Board of Eduoation at once avatled itself of the law, a
three years later, under a revised provision of the law, raised
the age for continuation schools to seventeen years.

The

practfce sinoe 1924 has been in insist upon one day a week in
the Continuation school for all children under seventeen to
employment certifioates have been issued.

The work of

assi~U.UI~1

children to the Continuation Sohools is done at the time of
placement by Continuation School Authorities.
Growth of the Vooational Guid

e Staff.

To meet the demands of these laws, in 1919 four Vooational
dvisers were assigned to the offioes of four District Superintendents; the distriots ohosen being those in which a great
children regularly left sohool early to go to work.

In

addition, three visiting Teaohers were assigned, each to a definite school, in which that oondition, of early leaving school
for work, especially prevailed.

The immediate aim of these

advisers was to keep the ohildren in school at least until they
ere definitely assured of employment.

Teachers in the grade

15
,ohoolS were urged to look out for children about to le«ve
,ohool , and to refer them to the District Adviser or Visiting
!eacher.

In 1920, the superintendent of schools, in conferenoe

with high school prinoipals and the Bureau of Vooational Guid~

ance, recommended the appointment in each high sOhool of a
teacher who should aot as vooational adviser.

Twenty-one high

sohools had teachers so appointed, witi arrangements made for
devoting some of their time to the work of adVising, acoording
to the needs of individual sohools.
lzed on a scientific basis.

In

19~5,

In 1921 the work was organ
the work of the Visiting

Teachers was suspended, in view of the increased personnel in

•

the high schools and elementary schools;

but in 1927 this work

of Visiting Teaohers was reorganized and placed under the depar
ment in whioh "sooialized ohild activities" oomes.

Beoause of

improved home conditions and the graduar better enforoement

of~

compulsory eduoation and ohild labor laws, more ohildren have
been in the grade schools: henoe the vocational advisers have
been withdrawn from the District Superintendents' offioes and
from some of the high sohools, and have been centered in the
junior high schools.

In 1930, there were fourteen junior high

schools, each with a vocational adviser appointed.

Gradually,

too, the medical examining staff has been increased, until now,
in 1930, there are two full-time physicians employed, with
trained assistants.

16.

of Vocational Guidance Funct

s.

.,'

It is interesting to note how the functions of vocational
guidanCe developed in Chicago.

In a general way the work was

inspired by, and modelled on, that done in Boston; but at first
was very simply conceived as that of piacing children in emplo

mente

In the early days it was done always under immediate

pressure of a job wanted here and now •• It had to 'struggle with
the'difficultyof vagueness concerning the whole field of
occupational opportunity.

That difficulty at once suggested t

need of occupational studies, to gather information for use in
placement work.

Further experience in plaoing children soon

made it clear that there was much social and economic waste in
the early employment of children, and that' it was often a very
doubtful kindness to ge t them placed in employment. . ~rom that
conclusion it was an almost inevitable step that the notion of
dueational, rather than vocational, guidance should be stresse
that, in turn, opened up the whole large question of vocational fitness, physical, mental, and moral.
In the meantime, circumstances brought about a change, of
no small importance, in the field of vooational guidance.

That

ield ceased to be the elementary school, with its yearly prolem of fourteen-year-olds going to work; and it was also much
diminished in the high schools, in which children were now coninuing farther, often with an eye to college and the professio
It was the junior high schools which now imperatively oalled for

lS.
first pamphlet printed was in 1922.

It was called

~Futures

it included a study of the opportunities offered to childre
school training-and of the occupational openings that s
rurther training would lead to.

..

7,000 copies of this pamphlet

were distributed to the pupils of grade SA.

Two years later,

through an experimental s'cheme called "Applications," in which
eighth grade pupils, with the aid of tteir parents and teachers
were asked to select the' high school courses they wished to ta
up, an attempt was made to study the occupational preferences
the children.

This was meant to' serve as a basis for further

study of oocupations.

In that same year, 1924, rather thorough

information was got together on twenty-four occupations.

Withi

tour years, the number of studies published in pamphlet form
amounted to seventh; some intended for the teaohers' and advisers' use, some to be put into the hands of the pupils.
Present Organization of the Vocational Guidance Bureau.
The Vocational Guidance Bureau occupies two floors, second
and third, of the Chicago Educational Building.

The director

of the Bureau, under the Superintendent of Sohools, William J.
Bogan, is Miss Anne S. Davis.

The main work of the Bureau is

Counseling, in the elementary, junior high, and senior high
sohools.

Around this work, in aid of the counselors or in

carrying out their counsels, four departments function, with an
Assistant Director at the head of each department.

These four

h
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than t his direot work with the pupils; it must involve
with their homes, in some oases with the probate and

.'

nile oourts, and with various organizations devoted to the
!fare of children.

We shall consider the work of the coun-

lors in the next section, and in succeeding sections study
of the four departments in some details.
The following diagram may help the reader to visualize the

.

general organization of the VooationalGuidance Bureau:
Superintendent of schools
Ass't. Superintendent

DIRECTOR OF VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE BUREAU
COUNSELING
Occupational

Certifioation

Placement

(fl

r-I

o

.8
()

Cf.l

Publicity
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III
COUNSELING.

---

The Basic Work of Counseling.
~mphasis

has been put upon the fact that all the work of

the vocational Guidance Bureau
~erely

center~

about counseling.

Not

do the various departments function as aids in one way

or another to this central work, but all members of the staff,
tn whatever department they may be technically engaged, are
called upon to meet children and advise them, to help in whatever way they can to guide them to a good choice of their lifework.

However, the bulk of the work of counseling is done, not

by the members of the staff, but by teachers who are in daily

contact with the children, and by the advisers who are placed
in the several high schools and junior high schools.

The appar

..

ently remote work of the members of the central staff is direct

ed to assisting the teaohers and advisers with information.abou
the children themselves and their vocational opportunities.

In

this way the work of the four departments is linked together by
the central purpose of counseling.
The Selection of Advisers.
Extreme care is taken in the important matter of selecting
the proper persons to act as advisers; and they are appointed
only after having passed a special examination.

,koreover, the

prerequisites for taking this examination are exacting.

The

candidate for adviser must have, besides a degree from a re-
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nces discuss with them their problems.

Both to th group

individuals, pamphlets are distributed containing vooaand educational information.

Through their efforts, s

high schools have established a "visiting day" for
ntary pupils, in order that they may
see the school at
.,
concrete ideas of what the school has to off,er them.
--~,ondin

for Scho

s.

From time to time, the advisers co~e across children who
both the oapacity and the desire for further school educawhose families find it difficult to, continue sending
to school.

In such cases, the advisers recommend the,

dren for scholarship aid to one of two social organizations:
ational Supervision League and Scholarship Association for
Children, each of which maintains a representative in the
of the Vocational Guidance Bureau.

Since the public high

course, free, the scholarships offered by these·
oial agencies take the form of sums of money paid to the
lies for the carfare, lunches, and like expenses of the
These sums vary from a minium of
a maximum of $23.00 a month.

~4.00

a

~onth

for

In 1923, there were 200

hildren receiving the aid of such scholarships, of which 113 we
red for by the Scholarship Association for Jewish Children 87
the Vocational Supervision League.

Children receiving these

larships' generally take the oommeroial oourses offered in
junior or senior high schools, in order to get a more prompt
, --------------------------------------------------------------------~
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in employment.

.'

A very few, less than 5%, continue on

school or college?

As soon as children are placed on the scholarship lists,
~he

United Charities and the Jewish Charities take over the wor
supervising them, and of visiting

t~eir

homes.

The ohildren

required to report 'to the advisers appointed by the Supersion League once a month: and an' agent of the Jewish Assooiathe homes of the Scholarshit students onoe a year:
the Supervision League pays two visits a year to the
These visits have for their purpose, not merely to watc
the school work of the children, but also to see to their
Both agencies send soholarship children to a
clinic when there is need of it; and the Jewish
send their scholars to a summer oamp for two weeks.
leave school, these children are given special oare
proper employment for them, through the Flac
nt of the Vooational Guidance Bureau.

Even after they

in employment, supervision over them is continued by
two Charity organizations.

The Vocational Guidance Bureau

undertake to do this for any children.
Work of Advisers in the Junior H
The fourteen advisers who

wo~k

Sohools.

in the junior high schools

a wider field of work than the advisers in elementary schoo
fact results both from the oompulsory education laws which
children longer at school than the eight grades of

•
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.

.'

lementary school, and from the special problems of adolescence

.hi ch are naturally more abundant in the high schools than in
elementary schools.

Because of this greater need of guidance,

the adviser is assigned to a definite junior high school, and
devotes exclusive attention to that

sq~ool.

Whilst the guid-

ance work is quite varied, it may be viewed as chiefly falling
under these three heads: a) advising in the choice of courses
to be taken by the children; b) the

ad~ustment

of individual

problems; and c) the supplying of vocational information.
Advising in the Choice of Courses.
This advising is done for the most part in grades 7A and
9A.

In grade 7A, the pupils are met by the advisers in sec-

tional groups.

The advisers explain to them various courses

offering work for the coming two years, point out the 'partic
educational and vocational values of these courses, as well as
their correlation with studies in the senior high schools.
elective courses naturally are those chiefly discussed.

The

At the

same time, an explanatory letter is sent to the parents, inviting them to share actively in the selection of the courses the
wish their children to take.

The manifest purpose of this is

both to stimulate the children to continue at school, and to
give them such a clear view of the work before them in junior
high school that they may be able to enter upon it with intelligence and enthusiasm.
vising work doen in grad 9A.

The same purpose regulates the adThe adviser indicates the two
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sorts of courses offered in the senior high school: cours s
... c;o~-.--g to college, and courses preparing for immediate emplpy-

.

Many devices are used by the advisers to acquaint pupils

1th the educational opportunities off~red them in the schools,
from junior to senior high school
and to make the transition
.
88syand successful: group discussions, individual interviews,

-

oonferences on making out a school protram and on assignment
to grade lOB, visits to senior high schools, informal talks
given by senior high school advisers and by principals, teacher
and representative students of the senior high schools, the use
of plays, pageants, poster contests, and particularly by class
study of the two pamphlets, "The Good School Citizen", and
"Lessons on High School Courses and the Value of Education",
both published by the Vocational Guidance Bureau.
The Adjustment of Individual Problems.

...

'Jlhe individual problems of students are manifold.

One

might mention, for illustration, failures in class work, discouragement in work, interest shifting away from school, personal friction with teachers, ill health, physical defects, la
of talent, sheer laziness, trouble at home, misunderstanding of
school aims and rules.

The counselor has first to seek the ca

of the maladjustment, through conversations with the student,
and then to guide him to solve his problem.

Some cases may be

easily cared for by changes in the courses taken, or by correction of attitudes and habits at school and at home.

Some re-
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skilled and intensive case-work, and involve the co-

.'

of outside'agencies, such as the Institute of Juvenil
,esearch, the Juvenile court, clinics, hospitals, the various
charity organizations, remedial camps, and convalescent homes.
SOIDe of the advisers have made special study of the

"

_failure groups," in an effort to find the causes of failure in
,tudies and to apply preventive measures.

This involves wide

use of psychological and achievement tQ.sts, both for groups and

tor individuals; often an elaborate process.

The work is aimed

ohiefly at securing better and more homogeneous grouping of
students, although it also tries to remedy some of the students
faulty habdts ..
'l'he cases of students who wish to leave school are handled
in cooperation with the Placement Department of the Vocational
Guidance

Bur~au.

Through individual counseling, the student is

dissuaded, if possible, from leaving school; or, if that cannol
be done, is advised as to the better lines of employment, with
an eye to his advancement and development.
Very careful and oomplete records are kept of each child
interviewed by the counselor, from grade 7B to grade 9A.

These

records are valued as containing a full current history of the
student and of his school and home conditions.

They are later

put in the hands of the senior high school adviser, for use wi
the student when he leaves the junior high school.
Occupational Information.
A good deal of information about occupations is given the
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s oam e the secondary purpose of the department, to
tional complaints.

a~,just

}

This purpose, as will be seen, could

carried out by the department alone, since it had no
authority to interfere in such matters.
f of the De

rtment.

The department was established as a distinct unit in the
of vocational guidance only in 1921, with two full-time
clerk, one part-time stenographer, and
occasional 'services of a varying number of other full-time
as need for them arose.

It may be mentioned here, onc

that a certain flexibility in the staff organization
is quite necessary, since the work of each dein intensity and quantity at different periods
the year.

In that same year, 1921, it was found necessary

the state Department of Labor assign a factory inspector
s department of the

Burea~,

to cooperate with the second p

of the department just spoken of.

This secondary work

to such an extent that later two other factory inspec
were assigned to it.

Later these factory inspectors were with-

drawn but still cooperate with the department.
thod of

on.

Occupational

inv~stigationmeans,

not merely a general

irst-hand acquaintance with the occupation, which is got by
industrial plants, interviewing employers and employee

t also a definite and scientific "job analysis", a detailed
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Y of what actually is done in the oooupation.
investigation of

eao~

As a rule,

.'

oooupationis presided over by one

vis er from the oentral staff, who ,has for assistants in the
. fork other advisers and teaohel;'s drawn from the sohools as well
the oentral staff.

Thus, the tisiting teaohers were

used for the field work in studying "Beauty Parlors"
"Meohanioal Dentistry"; an adviser in the Department of
certifioation gathered data on the stud~ of "Why 500 working
ohildren left their jobs, tt and the studies of "Eleotrio Light
and 'power," "Offioe" and "Maohine Jobs," and "Photography" were
largely handled by advisers in the Plaoement

Department.

How-

ever, most of the investigations were made and written, up by
members of the oentral staff of the Department of Oooupational
Investigation, who keep in olose oontaot with employers and
fields of work, and aim at having a definite knowledge of working conditions which oan only come from personal

investigation~

In an Appendix, some of the forms used in these investigations
and job analyses will be given.
Library of Ocoupational Information.
From the beginning of the work of this department, efforts
have been made to assemble occupational information in a reference library, for the use of both teachers and students.
Naturally, the'most important information is that which co
Occupations in Chicago itself; and the most important sources
that information are the studies made by the department.
studies oontain detailed information about 350 Chio

0

These

firms
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and more than 1,000 job analyses.
reports have been
~8de

collect~d,

In addition, pamphlets and

which give studies of occupations

in all parts of the United states.

Some are of a highly

technical oharacter, intended for more serious study; some are
qui te simple, meant for children's use.1

'l'he collection already

numbers more than 1,500 studies; all of which are catalogued by
title, author, and subject matter.
Interrelations of the Department.

-

The work of this department never stands alone.

It is

alreadys linked up, 'not merely with the general work of counseling, whioh is the raison d'etre for the whole Bureau, but wi
the other three departments of the Bureau.

Thus, the particula

fields of investigation are not chosen haphazard, but always
either under demand from another department or with a

v~ew

to

helping in some practical need of the advisers and teachers engaged in vocational guidance.

In this way the danger of

dilettanteism is avoided.
Relations with the Department of Certification.
The relations with the Department of Certification come
tor the most part from the need which the latter department has
to assure itself of the kind of occupation into which a child
is about to enter when he asks for a certifioate allowing him
to go to work.

In routine cases, the kind of work is clearly

enough understood to permit of certification without delay.
if any doubt arises about the nature of the oocupation, the

Bu
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Investigation is called upon to solve it.

A

.'

Ie instance may illustrate this need of investigation.
Hattie K•••••• , 14 years old, applied for a certifiunder the condition of employment assured as office
girl in an employment agency. On the face of it, this
seemed a proper enough sort of work. But the adviser was
not sufficiently sure of it. The case was referred for
investigation. Then it was found- that one of the tasks
of the "office girl" was to act as messenger to accompany
women engaged for domestic service to hotels, boarding
houses, and homes, in all parts of the city; not infre. quently to places of doubtful or ill repute. The women so
accompanied were often foreign sp.aking, and the little
"office girl" was charged with introducing them and establishing them in their place of work.
cat~J

Similar cases occur when a child leaves one job, and re-

t
~ .

f

ports to the Dep'artment of Certifioat~on on the change of
oocupation.
by

Sometimes the taots revealed call for investigatio

the Factory Inspector.

Relations with the Department of Placement.
The Placement Department deals both with employers who are
looking for appli cants for work, and with the applicants them-...
selves.

If the firm which makes a call upon the department for

applicants is not favorably known, the matter is turned over to
the Inve·stigation. Department for further information.

When

children apply for placement in employment, the Placement Department turns to Investigations to find out what openings the
are in the particular field the child wishes to enter.

Thus,

tor instance, the stUdies of "Electrio Light and Power Installation," "Occupations Requiring the Use of Oftice Machines", and
"Photography", were made in connection with placement problems.
It must be remembered also that occupational information, exc
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a very general oharaoter, needs oonstantly to be revised and

.'

t up to date to serve the uses of the Plaoement Departmen •
. study which might serve well enough for a group instruction,
b1 way of introduction to the occupation, might be totally inadequat~

for the immediate purpose of

~hat

occupation.

--

The Department of Labor is

~lacing

a ohild at work

Relations with the state Department of Labor.
charge~

wi th the police work of

enforcing the laws regulating industries.

One important branch

of those laws regards the employment of children in industries.
It was promptly noted that the Vooational Guidanoe Bureau, thro

its intimate knowledge of children in employment, oould. be of
,

help to the faotory inspeotors, and that, in turn, the faotory
inspectors oould do muoh to further the purposes of the Bureau.
The cooperation between the two has, therefore, been very close.
iolations of the state laws regulating industries are frequen
through reports from the children, from visiting
aohers, neighbors, truant offioers, and the staff of the
partment of Oocupational Investigations.

De~

In actual practioe,

the factory inspectors work under the supervision of the departt of the Bureau, although they report each morning to the
tate Superintendent.
'I'he following are some illustrations of the work done in
connection by the factory inspectors:
1.
2.

They check the questioned legality of occupations before
a oertifioate allowing employment is issued.
Later they verify any doubts as to whether or not the
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child is working at legal processes only.
Tpey foilow this up, through visits to the child'~ home,
to find out whether or not employers are keeping to the
conditions laid down when the child was certificated for
employment. (Not long ago, a boy certificated to employmentin a bakery, was found to be working all night;
though the law permits children to work only 8 hours,
between? A.M. and a P.M.)
They discover and confiscate falsified proofs of age,
presented by children or their parents on application for
a working certificate.
They investigate working conditions, and enforce minimum
standards and labor requirements. (Lack of safeguards on
machines, dust in the air, dangerous elevator doors, unsanitary toilets without seats o~insufficient in number,
are a few of the condtions discovered and remedied.)
6. Children reported to be working without certificates and
not in attendance at continuation schools are referred to
factory inspectors, who remove them from work until properly certificated and assigned to school.
7. l!'requently teachers find children unable to keep awake i
school, and on questioning them discover that the childre
work at night in bowling alleys, theatres, and the like;
an employment prohibited by law.~ The factory inspectors
stop such illegal employment.
8. At times, teachers report children who are kept at home
in order to help at work brought home from factories.
factory inspector investigates, and if he finds the repor
true, puts a stop to such work.
Accident Complaints.
Illinois laws demand that all industrial accidents be reported, in order that the provisions of the Workingmen's Compensation Act be carried out.

Vvhen the accidents occur to

children, the Vocational Guidance Bureau takes cognizance of
them.

Children who are illegally employed do not come under

Compensation Act, and therefore, if they have a claim for damages, must sue under the common law.

Where it is found

children have no legal representatives, their cases are
Concerning Child Labor, sect. 9, #1.
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to both the employer and the child; and to do so must often cal

upon the services of the Department of Investigations.
~ects

.'

of the Department.

The projects which this department proposes to itself will

,how both its definite purposes and theqmethods it follows in
trying to achieve these purposes.

Put in summary form, these

projects are: ,
J,..

A SURVEY OF INDUSTRIES, in order to.determine:
I The actual number of children employed at any time
a) by individual employers and firms,
b) in definite industrial groups,.
as well as the percentage of all employees who are
under 16.
II The employment turnover under the above classification.
III Physical conditions of employment, noting particular
ly any that are abnormal.
IV Nature of the work done in each occupation.
V Future possibilities for children employed.
VI Means of coordinating the employment with the school
and of training children to succeed in that employment.

B. COLLECTION OF MATERIAL FOR THE LIBRARY of Occupations: the
sources of which will be:
I The surveys made by the department;
II Studies of entire industries, involving
a) the various departments and functions of each;
b) an analysis and classification of the operation
employed in each industry;
c) the physical conditions of work in each indust
d) the particular kinds of positions open in each.
III Bulletins and other publications of the U.S. Government Departments on child labor, industries, vocational guidance.
IV Chief Factory Inspector reports, in this and other
states.
V Vocational training opportunities afforded by vario
schools throughout the country; accounts of schools
linked up with industries, continuation and night
schools.
VI Published information on labor organizations (union
a_n_d__n_o_n_-_u_n__i_O_n_)_;__S_U_c_h__a_s__c_o_n_d_i~t_l_·o_n_s__o_f__a_p_p__
r_e_n_t_i_c_e_-__~

L____________
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ship, profit-sharing, bonuses, working councils, eto
VII studies in employmen"t psychology.
.'
VIII Contributions of local information; particularly
at a wage scale, compiled from month to month;
b) a collection of individual opinions, of both
employer and employee, regarding why employees
leave an occupation, with the purpose of studying
group opinion concerning certain places of employment;
.
c) statistical work based'· on occupational information cards turned in by employers and employees;
noting prevalence of certain demands and supplies
of employment l etc.
Much work has, of course,

already~een

done in developing

these projects, both in the survey and in the library.

But it

a slowly cumulative process, because the field to be covered
enormous, and beoause much of the information about occupaconstantly to be renewed or revised, to keep it up
to date.
NATIONAL VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION.
I

From its

inc~ption

the Chioago Vooational Guidanoe Bureau

has been a member of the National Vooational Guidance Associa-.
tion.

A joint committee

oons~sting

of Philadelphia, Cleveland

and Chicago made as its aim Occupational Studies a purely
scientific work and set the standards very high.

These have

been lived up to here and Chicago is a leader in the development of methods of research and stands out nationally for its
scientific investigations as well, as its usefulness locally.
Its publications of pamphlets have been called for from all
parts of the United States, Because the board in budgeting has
not postage for such broadcasting many refusals have to be mad .
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.'

postage is included with requests the pamphlets are sent
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V

THE
~i.n

DEPARTM~NT

OF CERTIFICATION.

.'

and Immediate Purpose of the Department.

'I'he Illinois Child Labor Law, which became effective July
1,1917, forbade the employment of children under 14, and

.llowed children over 14 and under 16 to work, but only on the
condition that they obtained a certifioate showing that the
legal requirements for children in emplbyment were complied
with.

In Ohioago, the task of issuing such certificates was

oomm~tted

to the Vocational Guidanoe Bureau; and the Department

of Certifioation was established.

The immediate purpose, there

tore, of this department is to see that the provisions of the
state law regarding junior wage earners are observed, and to
safeguard children entering into employment from exploitation
on the part of selfish parents or employers.
The Department as a Source of Vocational Information.
This primary purpose of the department is always kept
clearly in view.

All interviews with children, parents, and em

ployers are directed to watching over the children's welfare in
the spirit of the Child Labor Law.

But it is quite natural tha

these interviews should yield a great deal of information of
eral value to vocational guidanoe.

They reveal, for instance,

the preferences of children who are seeking employment, the ki
of employment they manage to secure by their own effots, the
influence of vocational and educational training upon the clloic
of occupations, the relative numbers of ohildren in various
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tricts of the city who have to leave school for work, the
as ons why children abandon an occupation or change it for
of certain occupations upon the health
:~ildren,
~areful

o~

the wages paid children· in a variety of occupations.

records are kept of all

childr~n

certificated; and

these records give the school history, family history, and
industrial history of each child, as well as the findings of
medical examinations made at the time o~ issuing the certifioates.

All this is of great value, both as a basis of wide co

elusions of interest to all vocational advisers, and as a sourc
of indications for occupational and vocational investigation.
The Frocedure in Certification.
Children seeking certificates allowing employment must
apply directly to the central offices of the Vccational Guida
Bureau.

There they are interviewed by advisers, who inquire

first of all into· the reasons for leaving school, and do all
they can to persuade the child to remain longer at ·school.

•
In

-

many cases, the interview stops there; when it is found that
there is no necessity for the child to go to work, and that he
wishes to leave school out of mere petulance or dislike for the
restrictions of school life.

Since the child must present him-

self at the .Bureau accompanied by a parent or guardian, the
adviser has a chance to enlist their services in the work of
persuading the child Of the advantages of further school training before going to work.
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If this attempt fails, the adviser then inspects the crede tial s demanded by law before certification.

.-

-

These are three: a

definite promise of work from an employer, proof of legal age,
proo~

of required amount of schooling.

of three presents these credentials

Only about o-ne case out

in~proper

form.

When -the

oredentials are incomplete or faulty, the child is given writt
instructions as to how to proceed in correction them.

When the

credentials are in order, the adviser makes out a record card,
entering upon it the child's family history, social surroundings, school history.

The child is then sent to one of the ex-

amining physicians, who gives him a thorough physical examination, keeping in mind the sort of employment he has been promlsed, and looking out particularly for such physical defects as
would make that employment hazardous tor the child.

If the

child is found physically fit for the work in view, he is returned to the adviser, with his record no containing the medic
findings, and having been assigned to a continuation school,
this is entered upon his record.

If the physician finds the

child unfit, he may either recommend that no certificate be
issued at all, or that the Placement Department be asked to secure an employment for the child for which he is fitted.
The Importance of the Medical Examining Work.
Since the future of the children depends so much upon thei
physical health, it is obvious that information regarding that
1s of great value to the child.

Many parents never attend to

securing such information about their children, so long as they
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are not actually incepacitated by illness.

.'

The medical examina

t10 n reveals an astonishing number of physical defects which
bave been either unsuspected by the parents or ignored.

In

various years, the percentages of children applying for certii'ioation who have been found physica:!J.y unfit for work ranges
tr om 20 to as high as 30 percent.

Furthermo~e,

since children

are required to undergo a physical examination each time they
report to the Bureau for new employment, the physician's reports offer material for a study of the physical effect of occ
tions on the health of the child.
Rome Medical Findings and their Occupational Significance.
In 1923-1924, the physicians of this department gave
86,946 physical examinations to 10,317 children.

The reason

the great e'xcess of examinations over the number of applicants
1s found in the requirement of the law that a child be reexami
eaoh time he applies for employment, and in the fact that chilrefused certificates on the ground of health come back for
as often as three and four times a year.
Of' the 15,317 applicants', 4511 were refused certificates
ically unfit: 29.4%.

In these 4511 children, there were

6992 physioal defects.

Of the 4511 children, 3382 ("near

had their detects corrected.
Children are urged to return for examination whenever there
it; but the Bureau cannot undertake to
case' and provide medical treatment for the child.
this direction take the form of an

ever~±ncreas-

a-
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1ng cooperation with the clinics and dispensaries throughout
the city.

.'

At present, 42 hospitals and dispensaries work with

the department in trying to remedy the physical defects of
children applying for certifioates.
special clinics for working children,

Four hospitals have
.~nd

conduct nutrition

classes for children.
In 1918, the Arden Shore Association began an open-air
school at Arden Shore Camp, for boys ptysically unfit for work.
The Board of Eduoation provides the teachers for the school and
a cook.

The Arden Shore Assooiation pays all other expenses,

including that of the staff: a resident direotor, a nurse, and
the house servants.

In 1923-1924, during a period of seven

months, the Camp oared for 97 ,boys.
was 10-1/2 weeks.

The average length of stay

The average gain in weight of the boys was

slightly under one pound a week; although there were several
striking total gains, 7 instances of a total gain of over 20

•

pounds, and 4 of over 25 pounds.
Comparatively few children report for medical examination
after they have once got their oertificates, although the law
requires them to do so when they apply for new employment.

In

one year, 1923-1924, of 75 oases of illness so reported by
children, 42 wer'e found to be directly traceable to working
conditions in the industry.

Some instanoes of these were: 15

cases of infected hands, and' fingers, amongst children who were
sewing automobile cushions, packing hair-pins, bending wire,
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outting leather strips, assembling small parts in electric
apparatus.

Of 18 children showing loss of weight, 3 were en-

gaged as messengers carrying heavy machines, such as typewriter
8 had work that kept them constantly standing, the others were
Kept at high speed of work.

There

5 cases of dermatitis

we~~

occuring in children who work at silk manufactures, 1 in a
paper-box concern, 1 at developing photographs.
Undesirable working

conditions t~eoreticallY should be

oontrolled by the state law known as_the "Health, Comfort, and
Safety Act", but practically they are not always so controlled.
Research workers from the Occupational Investigation Department
sometimes try to bring about improvements through tactful inter
views with employers.

Success is seldom easy.

A last resort

1s to refuse to issue certificates to children who apply with
a view to working at such jobs.
Some Occupational Information Disclosed thrcimgh Certification.'"
In the 'first place, the volume of work in the Department
of Certification is a good index of the general employment
situation.

Since children wishing to leave school for work mus

secure an employer's promise of employment before applying for
a certificate, the number of applicants decrease notably at
times when employment is hard to get.

The department is ga

ing data for a study of the relation between the number of
applicants and the industrial situation.
Another important point upon which the issuance of certifi
oates may throw some light is the labor turnover in various

bOo

For instance, in 1923-1924, there were issued
9,0 54 certificates to 13,5b6

an average of 1.4 each.

children~

Some study has been made of the kinds of employment taken
by children between 14 and 16 years of age.

In 1923-1924,

was found that about half of the boys employed were messenge
errand boys, and of these about
companies.
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were messengers for the

.

The occupations ranking next were office

and factory work, 16.3%.
a different grouping.

The occupations for girl

The largest group of girls

employment, .46.1% worked in factories.

The next largest did

0;'
rical work in various sorts of offices, 23.3%.

Only

M

15.8~

re engaged in domestic service or were helping their mothers
In

la~er

years, the number of girls employed in

has decreased, largely owing to unfavorable conditions
tha t sort o·f work.

(See page 50A for a graph showing the
.<it-

rc~ntages

of occupations, for boys and girls.(

The introduction of improved recording apparatus, such as
h cards and counting machines, has done much to facilitate
e gathering of occupational information.

But for the present

department is forced to content itself with collecting
It is hoped that some day it will furnish the basis
studies which may help a great deal towary definite answers
to questions about the economic value of child labor, the
fluctuations in juvenile employment, and the experiences of
children generally in industrial life.
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tions with Other

.'

rtments.

'The most important relations of thi,s department are with
the departments of Occupational

Inves~igation

and Placement.

A

an instance, when a child comes to apply for certification, and
it is found that the employment he has··arranged to enter is one

forbidden to children by the state laws, or imposes improper
conditions of work, such as a longer daily period than eight

.

oase is referred to the Department of Occupational
stigation.

That department tries to get the employer to

the conditions of work objected to.

If its efforts fai

often do fail, the child is not allowed to take up that
loyment, but is sent to the Department of Placement to be put
employment which complies with the law.

In like manner,

n the medical examination reveals that a child is unfit for
job he intended to take up, he is sent to the Department ot.
lacement to have some proper work found for him.
Obviously, the department works in close cooperation with
hool prinCipals, with the Compulsory Education Department of
Board of Education, with continuation schools, and the facry inspection bureau, in order to carry out its task of aiding
the enforcement of Child Labor and Compulsory School Attendlaws.
Each week a report is sent to the schools, notifying, the
1ncipals of children enrolled in their schools to whom certi-
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icates for employment have been issued for the first ti:nte durin
This enables the principals to see that those other
bildren, whose school records had been sent to the Bureau as
pplicants for certificates, but who have been refused such cert

'.

promptly returned to school by their parents or

"lhen children who have been

certif~ated

for work leave the r

mployment, their certificates are returned to the Bureau.

Thes

bildren are at once reported to the Compulsory Attendance
ureau, to be returned to school within two weeks, according to
the provisions of the state law.

That Bureau is also notified

of all children who fail to meet the requirements in age,
schooling, and physical condition, when they have applied for
certificates.
In order to make certain of enrollment in the continuation'"
schools when a child is certificated, the certificate is not
sent to the employer until the child has reported at the continuation school and has had his work there assigned to him.
With the certificate, there is sent to the employer a notice
explaining the child's obligation to attend continuation school
one day a week.
Children not infrequently fail to carry out this condition
of attendance at continuation school.

If those who fail in this

regard apply for another certificate, they are refused it until
they have made u

all the sch
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.'

continuation schools are kept informed of the case until everything is cleared up and work is again secured for the pupil.

"

.'

VI
THE DEPARTlvlENT 0 F PLACEMENT

of the Department
-purposes
The general purpose of
8S

the department is to help students J

occasion arises, to find suitable

~ployraent.

This purpose ,

in that general form, was one of the first to inspire vocationa
guidance work wherever it was begun.
getting jobs for children.

It means

It means more than mere
.helping
the children to

get the best results out of their training: in a work, helping
them to get a chance as well as a job.

The notion is gaining

wide acceptance, that the school owes it to pupils, not merely
to train them as best it can, but after training to guide
to the best

dispos~l

the~

of their developed abilities.

It is in keeping with that general purpose that the department should lend its services, so far as possible, to the
more remote preparation for placement in employment, which is

..

involved in securing information about occupations, business
conditions, reasonable expectations in certain fields of work,
and the bearing of all this on education and on chances in
employment.

The placement work links back with the school and

the whole matter of vocational guidance.

It deals with each

applioant as a known individual, and tries to guide him into
employment under knowledge of his personal qualifioations, his
school reoord, and his sooial surroundings.
Divisions of the Work of Plaoement.
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The work of placement falls into natural divisions.on the
the differences amongst the applicants for placement.
the viewpoint of placement, the children are divided into
tbOse with high school training, those with elementary training
the handicapped children.

Certain··defini te advisers are

as·signed to look after applioants from each of' these groups.
Tbe head of the department, besides supervising the work in

.

general, assists any advisers specially busy, relieves individ1 advisers assigned to detailed investigations, plans the advertizing which is part of the work of securing employment, and
the reports made on the work.
students.
Two advisers are assigned to deal with high school students
in which group are included all who have had two years or more
l'

high school.

The work of this division at the central off'ice

tes only from 1920.

Prior to that, each high school, as best

could, looked to the placement of its pupils.

The work was

ref'ore done in rather haphazard fashion, without special
qUipment, without accurate sources of' information regarding
iness and industrial openings.
verlapping of' efforts.

There was a great deal of

Centralization of the work has done

way with many of these disadvantages; has of'fered students a
ider choice of' occupations, and employers a greater range of
hoice amongst applicants for work.
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students.

.'

The difficulties of securing for children under 16 a form
employment which will offer them any future prospects are
The immaturity of such children and their lack of
leaves them capable of only.., low-grade work.

The

service the department can offer these children is to keep
with them until they reach an age at which better
can be found for them.

With t1hs end in view, the

young workers are urged to report at intervals to the adviser,

.

to discuss their success or failure in present employment.

These interviews are useful also as means of getting valuable
information on working conditions, for the use of other children, and the guidance of the department in its work.
Placement of Handicapped Children.
Chicago maintains 90 centers for handicapped children:
schools for crippled children, centers for the blind, the deaf
the epileptic , and special divisions in ordinary schools for
the mentally defective.
~uidance

is obvious.

That these need special vocational

Some advisers have been assigned to this

work from time to time, but there has been no continuity in the
work.

Since 1923-1924, the adviser in this department assigned

to handicapped children has given them conscientious and persistent attention, which has brought good results.

It is evide

that here there must be much cooperation with medical examiners
hospitals, social service organizations, and State boards.
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some Methods of the Department.
~

Toward the close of the school year, the department sends
out advertisements, through letters, and through trade journals
asking employers to refer to the

departme~t

workers, especially for high school

their needs for

gr~duates.

The high school

graduates are sent to the Placement Department by school advisers, with definite recommendations based upon school history
and knowledge of the individual.

'J.:'he Cfepartment makes avail-

able to the students the calls that have come in for employees,
and helps to make a choice amongst the openings at hand.

The

applicant then must make his own arrangements for interview wit
the prospective employer.

When suitable positions are not avai -

able, the student's application is filed until a call for his
services does oome.

A system of "Call Cards" is kept, record-

ing openings offered by employers to applicants through the department.

.•

Some of the interviews conoern applications for change of
positions in employment, some deal with reports on the conditions of employment in whioh the children are at the time
engaged.

These latter reports are summarily entered on the

"Call Cards" of the employers concerned in the reports, after
they have been corroborated and evaluated.

In this way they

furnish valuable information for future guidance.
Use is made, in the work of placement, of information
gotten through other departments, and of agencies outside the

~-----------------------------------------------------5-8--.~
1

.'

Bureau, such as the Juvenile Protective Association and the
united Charities.

So far as possible, attempts are made to kee

the machinery of placement in steady motion, by securing cooperation of employers in placing calls for junior workers with
the department.
§9me Special l)roblems of the Department.
Of course, the central problem is the correlation of suppl
and demand in junior wage earners.

.

The peak of a supply of

applicants for work does not correspond with times of industrial demand.

Thus, there is the annual problem of securing a

market for juvenile labor -about the time of school graduation.
Another problem comes from the fact that such a large number of boys and girls prepare for one particular kind of work"
stenography.

In 1923, for instance, there were 2017 applica-

tions for work as stenographers, and of these 1234 were from
the second year in high school.

The Bureau has tried to meet .•

this problem by studying the various office needs of business
outside of stenographic work, and by having introduced in high
schools a course in high schools a course in general office
practice.
It may be added that children taking the two-year high
school course in stenography are often tempted to misrepresent
their ages, when they are under lb, and thus evade the compulsory school attendance laws.
Boys present more difficulties in placement than girls.
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one reason for that is that more than half of the boy qpplicant
want part-time work, and many of them are looking for impossib
wages for such work.

Their idea seems to be to secure part-

time employment which will adequately support them, whilst
allowing them to continue their studies, and even to pay their
way through professional schools.

The high school advisers are

working actively to combat such fase hopes •

•

'I'he graduate from the general course in high school is har
to place, because he has no definite qualifications for industry.

He usually wants an office position; but there are not

enough office positions to meet the demand.
Race prejudice is another problem, particularly in the
case of negroes.

Even well-trained negroes are either not

wrnted at all or must take positions with limited opportunities
Children with low mental ability constitute another problem.

Most of these come from the elementary schools; often

urged by teachers to go to work, because they cannot keep up
with classes, and because the schools lack space and facilities
for giving them special care.

When piaced in employment, they

frequently fail; and when they return to the deparrtailB.a.t, it is
extremely difficult to place them again.
The case of the mentally handicapped is generally hopeless under present conditions.

There are a few openings for

them in factory work, but not nearly enough.

Until some train-

ing is supplied for them in certain industries in

wh~ch

they ma
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become self-supporting, the work of the placement depa~'tment
with them is a mere succession of trials and failures.
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VII
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLICITY.
the Department.
-purposeThe ofpurpose
of this department

is obvious.

I~

is to make

available to advisers, teachers, and s.tudents, the vocational
and educational guidance
sources.

infor~ation

gathered from various

Its importance is equally obvious; it is as important

to vocational guidance work as the cirtulation of the blood is
to human life.

No organic part of vocational guidance could

continue to function without the constant supply of vocational
information.

This information must be presented skillfully and

attractively, if it is to serve the purpose of vocational guidance.

Hence its preparation calls for great, care and industry.

The Scope of Publications.
The character-of the work to be served by this publicity
makes it necessary to present the material in a great variety·...
of ways, adapted to groups of children in various stages of
training and to various details of the work of vocational guidance.

Some pamphlets are meant to furnish advisers and teacher

with a broad store of information which they can use, as need
arises, in group conferences and individual

intervi~ws.

These

are made as thorough and scientifically searching as the
facilities of the Bureau can make them.

Some are popular in-

structions in opportunities, arranged to appeal in a simple and
clear way to children themselves.

Use is made of posters, to
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present ideas in a vivid and visual way suited to

chil~ren.

There is a monthly publication, "The Vocational Guidance News",
which is sent to all schools, and which serves to keep advisers
and teachers in touch with current developments in the work.
In the course of the preceeding

pages~

some notion has been

given of the variety of ways in which the department prepares
vocational and educational information for use in the schools,
ranging all the way from posters and tblders to complete programs for courses.

In the bibliography appended, a fairly

complete list of publications is presented, at least of those
that appear in pamphlet form.
is naturally growing.

But the work of the department

In addition to what has appeared in

print, the department sends out much material in mimeographed
sheets, and conveys much more to advisers and visiting teachers
at the bi-monthly staff meetings.
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VIII
SOME ACHIEVJ1'MENTS OF 1'HE BUREAU.

-

Tn e Intangible Character of Many of its Achievements.
It is evident at once that many of the results achieved in

tne work of vocational guidance cannot be tabulated in a stat'4",

istical manner.

Even where statistics are available, as for

instance in the number of interviews held by an adviser or a
department, the work done in those interviews is so varied in
its nature, so diverse in its results, that the mere figure
reporting the number of interviews ceases to have any real
meaning.

As to achievements, in the definite sense of good

done to children through vocational guidance, by what measure
can that be determined?

Only a thorough acquaintance with the

guidance work at first hand could give an observer a clear
notion of what is being accomplished.

Those achievements are

in the general order of educational results, enlightenments

...

thrown on problems, encouragement in difficulties, frictions
removed; they are intellectual and moral in nature; they cannot
be summed up in a schedule or analyzed for a report.

The

finest work of counseling and guiding children in the choice of
vocation and the preparation for vocation is intangible.
A Decrease in Certain Activities of the Bureau.
One very interesting achievement of the Vocational Guidance Bureau has been to work itself out of a job in some lines
of its activity.

For instance, in 1928-1929 there were issued

320 more certificates to employment than in 1927-1928; yet the

~number
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of cases referred to the Department of Occupational
'

Investigation wes lessened by 184.

One may confidently hope

that the number of cases needing investigation will constantly
grOW smaller; for the excellent reason thnt the "Bureau is
gradually educating parents, children,.?and employers to a bette
understanding of the legal requirements for certification, as
well as to a more intelligent realization of the need of better
training for children before they go t~ work.
Another type of work that is practically disappearing from
vhe Bureau is the adjustment of accident cases where children
are concerned.

The Industrial Compensation Act of the state of

Illinois formerly made no provision for children who were illegally employed.

That meant that if an accident occurred to
J

such a child, the Vooational Guidanoe Bureau was oalled upon to
look after the ohild's interests.

The Direotor of the Bureau,

suooeeded in having the Compensation Aot so revised that a .
ohild illegally employed reoeives, in oaseof injury at work,
twioe as muoh oompensation from the employer as a ohild legally
employed.

There is no question but that the revised Aot goes

far toward making employers more oareful about violating the
Child Labor Laws.

The Bureau has less work to do with suoh

oases.
This sort of aohievement is decidedly valuable; yet at
first reading of the annual reports it may not be evident as an
aohievement.

~

Department of OccuEational Investigation.
Such oonsiderations as those just offered make clear hew

fficult it is to judge of the work of the Department of
cupational Investigation.

It will be noted in the Statistioa

mmary here presented that the number of special reports on
~loyers,

of new sohedules in trade schools and trade associa-

.ons, have diminished, in some instances very strikingly
Lminished.

fhe reason for that is that ihe field has been

)vered so well in the

~ast

breast only of changes.

that now the main need is to keep

Fluctuating conditions in the world

f employment have much to do also with determining the amount

f investigational work demanded 'of this department.

The

'ollowing summary gives·some notion of both the kind and the
lmount of investigation done from June, 1926, to May, 1929:

,
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1926-27 1927-28

Number of visits .........................

.'

1928-2S

552

871

Number of interviews ••••••.••••••••••••• 2773

3516

3334

Accidents •••.•••••••••••

45
13
2
17

23
6
2
12

23
?
2
11

Number of cases sent to Factory Inspect.

144

3?9

304

799

668

642

Number of pieces added to Library ••••••• 96?
cards added to catalogue •••••• 1553

856
1986

1181
1308

Employers' Record File:
Special reports added (through
visi ts to establishments).... .13'3
Memoranda of telephone calls •• 954

192
848

80
833

I

Number of complaints investigated:
Working conditions ••••.•
Wage complaints •••••••••
Sickness .............. ':;'.

..

Number of requests for vocational and
legal information •••••

School File
New schedules (obtained by visit)..

29

Trade Association File:
New schedules (obtained by visit)..

25

313

3

13

2

An analysis of the visits and interviews made by the statt
of this department in 1928-29 will help to show the character ot
that part of the work of the department.

In this connection, i1

should be noted that the total staff of this department consisted then of 2 advisers and 1 clerk.

·One adviser was absent

12 weeks through illness, and also gave a total of 180-1/2 hourf

of work during the year to helping out in the departments of
Certification and Placement.

On the other hand, during July ana

August, 1928, several high school advisers assisted in the work
of this department, and made 71 of the 313 Visits totalled. The
folldlwing is the analysis of visits and inter'VielJrs:

·.

INTERVIEWS OF DEPARTMENT OF OOCUPATIONAL INVESTIGATION

£So
cO

Date

•

ComElaints
Vooe.Job phone Reports
S101(- AocI- tiona1
and Calls' ot Vio- WorkWage ness dent Intorlations ing
Hour
mation
ot Laws Cond~.

1928
June

229

70

15

1

July

145

51

9

4

Aug.

80

33

7

1

sept.

223

44

12

Oct.

258

."
37 •

14

Nov.

163

49

11

2

Dec.

98

21

9

6

1929
Jan.

129

26

7

4

Feb.

13Q

38

7

1

March

127

33

7

April

120

36

May

127
1829

Total

Legal
Intorm
at ion

Other

Total

2

40

42

46

446

2

17

27

9

264

12

13

11

159

27

31

9

349

18

21

21

373

25

11

34

295

4

20

11

24

193

1

72

18

20

277

1

38

28

6

251

38

35

30

272

4

24

25

25

232

22

9

21

16

28

223

460

III

352

276

263

3334

.

1

2
1

2
2

2

1

1

2

23

7

2

11

•

•
co
to

Date
~S>'~:E§

J"""fL1L.z::IL~

VISITS MADE BY THE
InvestigaInvestigation of
tion of
EstablishComplaints
ments &. .Tobs.
l4 - 34

Aug.

0-3

sept.

9

Oot.

5

7

Nov.

9

3

Dec.

29

1

1929
.Tan.

12

1

Feb.

2

Maroh

6

April

3

May

4

Total

119 - 71*

{5

-..

1

~,.,

1

z

.2-

.2-

2

II

l
~

OF OCCUPATIONAL INVESrIGATION

Investiga- visits Employ- Emp16y- Emp ..
to
tion for
ers'
ees'
Agen-Other Total
Sohools Assooi~tAssooi- oies
Proof of
Age
ations ations

.Tuly

.

DEPA~NT

5

1
-1

1

;3

26

1

16

4

17

6

18

2

33

1

14

3

1

1

8

5

2

15

28

2

2

3

15

2

1

1

8

47

22

40

313

*71 made by High Sohoo1 Advisers

1

2

4

5

6

The Department of

Ce~tification.

.'

The work of this department reveals a number of interestin
side-lights on the school and' industrial relations of children.
One that may be mentioned is the proportion of certificates
issued to children attending public scnools and private schools •
."

In the earlier ye'ars of the Bureau, the number of children cert ficated from private schools was about 50% of the number certificated from public schools; in 1926-2?·the percentage fell to
about

337~,

and in 1928-29 to about 20'7b.

A.nother line of in-

formation gathered concerns the kinds of industries into which
children go, and the reasons for the pronounced changes in types
of employment.

A comparative list of certain kinds of emplox-

ment for boys and girls will be presented here; which may
afford basis for further comparison with that offered on page
50A.
Much of the change in the, kinds of employment open to
dren is due to the -increasing use of machinery.

chil~

A great deal of

work formerly done by hand, by children, is now done by p0wermachines; and the Illinois law forbids children to be employed
in running p8wer-driven machines." An instance of that is a
silk factory on the north side of the City, which formerly employed from 200 to 300 girls a year at winding bobbins by hand;
this work is now done by machiner¥; and there is not a single
girl under 16 employed in that factory.
Changes in styles affect employment.

When women wore their

.air long, the hair-pin industry employed children in packing
lair-pins.

More importantly, changes in the point of view of-

·'

lmployers have lessened the openings for children at work;
lOW

the

want older and better trained children; the trades even

prefer high school graduates.

A significant reason for the _

general decrease in the number of child~en certificated to work
is the reluctance of employers to have their children employee-s
absent from work one day
tinuation schools.

ea~h

week, in order to attend con-

..

'It will be interesting to note a few

figures in this connection, before reviewing the general figure
for certification.

The contrast in number of children employed

in the years 1920 and 1928 may be sharply sees in the following
instances:

1920
A Chicago Mail Order House ••••••••••••.••• 1338
Marshall Fields & Co ••••.•••••••••••••••• 771
Telegraph Companies •••••••••••••••••••••• 1707
The Western Electric Co •••••••••.•••••••• 755
R. H. Donnelly Printing Co ••••••..••.•••. 470

.

1928
64

179
899
44

44

Facts like these prepare us to note a rather remarkable
decrease in the total number of certificates issued, with a
corresponding rise in the percentage of children who have completed the SA grade before getting a certifioation, which oover
twelve years of the Bureau's activity, the number of certificat s
issued always exceeds the number of children who receive certificates, beoause many children, leaving an occupation, apply fo
a second certifioate.

Year
1917-18
1918-19
1919-20
1920-21
1921-22
1922-23
1923-24
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29

No. of Cert.
issued
24,172
36,605
42,348
29,800
1b,554
19,434
19,054
11,093
10,779
9,709
7,401
7,721

No. of Children
reoeiving Cert.
18,976
25,160
27,806
20,468
10,387
13,685
13,556
8,275
8,310
7,583
5,859
6,083
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% of Children
from 8A grade.
49.3
52.1
53.1
52.8
58.2
64.4
63.9
64.5
65.4
68.3
66.6
68.7

.

.'

There is some difficulty in compar1ng the kinds of occupations which children take up, from one year to another, because of changes in the method of classification.

The fol1ow-

ing table gives some information for the years 1927-28 and 1928
29.

Those two years show comparatively little change in the

number of boys and girls entering the occupations listed.

The

ages of the children are between 14 and 16.
1927-28

...
Boys

Totals

Girls

2
Agriculture and Forestry ••••••••••
359
Manufacture & Meohanioal ••••••••••
Transportation{Messengers, etc ~ ••• 670
Trade ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 136
6
Professional service ••••••••••••••
Clerical •••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 1043
90
Personal & Domestic ••••••••••.••••
(Apprentices)
••..••••
6
School
Trade

0
712
11
127
3
368
421
1

2
1071
681
263
9
1401
511
7

Totals ••••••• 2312

1633

3945
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1928-29
Boys
Agr i cuI ture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Manufaoture & Meohanical ••••••••••••
Transportation (Messengers, etc.) •••
Trade. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • . • . . . . .

Professional service ••••••••••••••• 0:Clerioal •••••••••••.••••••••••••••••
Personal & Domestic.................
Trade School (Apprentices) ••••••••••
Totals ••••••••

~

Girls

.'

Totals

4
0
1107
725
916
10
156
311
155
4
16
12
1479
469
1010
485
446
39
__~5~2______~
________
54 __
2
4
382
906

2560

1812

4372

Whilst an exact oomparison at every point between these
years and earlier years is not possible, some notable differenoes in the kinds of work that children take up stand out
clearly enough.

Put in the way of peroentages, the following

tables illustrate these differences, for boys and for girls:
Boys
1923-24

1927-28

1928-29

Messengers •••••••••••.•••••
Clerioal •••••••••••••••••••

49.5
18.2

35.5
40

Trade. . • • • . • . • • . . . . . • . . • . . •

4.6

28.9
40.1
5.9

1923-24

1927-28

1928-29

45.1
23.3
15.8

43.6
22
25.8
7.7

40

6

Girls

Faotory work •••••••••••••••
Clerioal •••••••••••••••••••
Domestic servioe •••••••••••
Trade ....•••••.•...•......•

7

25.9
24.6
8.6

In the course of four years, the boys took to messenger
Iwork muoh less, and to olerioal work muoh more; with a sl:ight
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;endenoy to revert to the old preferenoes in the fifth year.
:he peroentages of girls going into faotory work snd

cler~oal

./

gork remained nearly the same; the only pronounced change for
;irls being an increase in those taking up domestic service.
~or

both boys and girls, the percentages entering into the trades

.,.

.

nsde an almost imperceptible growth.
v:edioal Examinations.
With the striking deorease in the

~ber

of children

applying for legal certifioation in order to leave sohool for
work, naturally the number of medical examinations has also decreased.

But, in five years, the number of medioal examinations

per ohild has more than doubled, as shown by these comparative
figures:
Year
1923-24
1928-29

Total No. of
Examinations
26,946
16,106

Total No. of
Children

No. per child

.

1.75
3

15,317
5,554

Many of the children refused certifioates on the grounds of
physioal unfitness oome back for re-examination when they have
had the physical defects oorrected.

But there has been a de-

cided deorease in the percentage of corrected defeots.

The

following table presents the figures for three years, in the
five-year period from 1923-24 to 1928-29:
Year
1923-24
1925-26
1928-29

No. of Children
examined
15,317
8,716
5,554

Number
rejected
4,511
3,697
1,598

70
29.4
42.4
32.4

No.of Children correct.
3382
2303
748

%

75
62.3
47
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The Publioity Department.

•

Sinoe the Publioity Department is the outlet for studies
made by the whole Bureau, the oonditions affecting the work of
the Bureau will be strongly reflected in that department. Henoe
it is not astonishing to find that the number of pamphlets

•

issued by the department fell off trom 189,933 in 1923-24 to
147,417 in 1926-27.

Further explanation of that fact is found

in the improved technique of the pamphlets issued later.

There

was some inevitable overlapping of the pamphlets in the earlier
studies, many of which have been revised, and in some cases
combined with others.
Abundant testimony onn be had, from interested persons
outsideChioago, that the published work of the Chioago Bureau
ranks with the best in the oountry, and that it surpasses most
other similar organizations both in the quantity and the
quality of its vooational studies.

Requests from many parts

of the United states constantly bear witness to the wide demand for the Chioago pamphlets and other material.

-
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IX
4'

COST OF OPERATION
Total Cost Hard to Estimate.
It is l'ra_ctically impossible to estimate the total cost of
operating the Vocational Guidance

Bure~u

'.,

of Chicago.

Many iteml

of expenditure, such as offioe-rental, lighting, heating,
janitor service, are inoluded in the expenses of the oentral
Education Building and of the various
visers oarry on their work.
sohools and

ju~ior

~hools

in whioh the ad-

Moreover, the advisers in high

high schools have varying amounts of clerioa

help given them in their work, the expense of which is oared
for in' the general acoounts of the sohools.

Henoe, the esti-

mates given oover only the main items of salaries and some
smaller items for telephones, oarfare, printing, supplies, and
the like.' The obvious faot is that the work of vooational guidanoe is interwoven with the broad'aotivities of the whole sohoQJ
system, and no estimate of it, either in the matter of expenses
or in other matters, oan be sharply out Off from oonsideration
of the general work of eduoation in the Chicago Publio Schools.
,

In this oonneotion, it must also be emphatically remembered tha1
an enormous part of the work of vooational and eduoational guidanoe is

~one

by the teaohers in elementary schools, junior high

sohools, and senior high sohools, who make the first oontacts
with ohildren in need of such guidanoe; and that a great deal of
.

this work by the teaohers is dona, not in sohool time, but afte!
or before it, on the teaohers' own time.
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3alaries.
By tar the largest single expense which oan be

list~

separately for the Vocational Guidance Bureau is that involved
in salaries.

The Bureau engages the full-time services of

fifty-one persons, who are listed as follows:
Director •.••••••••••••••••••••• 1
Secretary to Director •••••••••• 1
Advisers (Central Offioe) ••••.• 8
"
(Junior H. School) •••• lO
"
(Senior H. School) ••••13
Stenographers •• '. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 4
Clerks ••••••••••••••••••••.••••• lO
Physioians. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .. 2

htlessengers •••••• ~ .' ••••••••••••••• 2
The Director receives a salary of $5,600 a year. The
salary of advisers varies from $1,800 a year for the first year
of the lower group of advisers to $3,300 a year for the fifth
year of the upper group; in this following the general scheme
of gradated salaries for the entire public school system of the
oity.

The remainder of the staff are under civil service re-

gulations, and reoeive salaraes varying from $1,500 a year to
$3,080 a year.

Summary of Separate Expenditures.
For the year 1928-29, the expenditures for the Vocational
Guidance Bureau which can be tabulated as separate expenditures
maae up a total of $137,645.50.

Of this, 64.9% went for salari s

of the Direotor, secretary, and advisers; 29.6% for salaries of
civil service employees; and 5.51b for telephone service, oartar ,
printing, supplies, and misoellaneous expenses.

These ex-
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penditures are summarized in the following table:
1928-29
Advisers' Salaries •.•••••• ~ 89,386.99
Civil Servioe Salaries •••• 40,780.53
Communication and
Transportation......
2,800.91
P r in t ing. . . . • • • • . . • • • • • • • •
2" 017 • 56
Supplies..................
1,944.51
Special, Miscellaneous •••• ______7_1_5_._0_0
Total .••••• $137,645.50

..

.'
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X

CONCLUSION
This Study a Survey, not a Criticism.
The purpose of this study has been limited to that of presenting a general view of vocational guidance as carried on in
~

the Chicago Public Schools.

It is a summary survey, and no more.

It does not aim at offering any estimate of the value of the
work done, and has tried to keep clear .ven of casual expressio
which might seem to imply such an estimate.

But as a close to

the study, it has been thought advisable to sum up the general
character of the work of vocational guidance in Chicago.
,Vocational Guidance in Chicago a Growth.
The history of vocational guidance in Chicago, as briefly
outlined above, fairly well parallels the development of the wor
throughout the United States.
private organizations.

It began as an enterprise of

It began with the. comparatively simple._

idea of helping children to get plaoed in employment when they
had left school.

It was an attempt to supplyment the vooational

guidance which children ordinarily get from their parents.
the work had made some progress, it was taken over by the
Board of Education.

The work grew in volume; more people were

engaged in it; more money was spent upon it.

But it oontinued,

tor some five years, along the lines upon which it had been gegun by the

pri~ate

organizations.

From 1921 to the present time, two very important changes

can be observed in the character of the work in Chicago.

These

are: a) It beoame more exactly organized, put upon a more
scientific basis.

Advisers began more thoroughly to study both

the child and the child's opportunities, and to amass sata
which would make that study more fruitf.ul.
..,

b} It beoame more

educational; less concerned with the immediate job for the child
who wanted to leave school for work, and more concerned with the
future economic possibilities for the child, and with the training which would equip him to realize those possibilities.
far-sighted view of the New York

repor~

The

which discouraged mere

placement of children in employment was not lost sight of.
These two significant changes have profoundly affected the entire
procedure of vocational guidanoe in Chicago.
Meeting the Dangers of Vooational Guidance.
The very fact that the work moved away from the simple idea
of placement in employment, and became educational, brought
dangers with it.

--

All work of an eduoational sort is delioate,

and demands constant balancing to keep it in proper motion.
Roughly, it may be said that the balance consists in avoiding
the two extremes, of doing too little for the child, and of
doing too much.

In the practical business of vooational and

educational guidance, enough must be done for the child to save
him from the inevitable blunders to be wrought by his own impatience and ignorance;

but not so much must be done for him as

to destroy his initiative, his self-reliance, his fortitude.
dan&1::er for vocational mlidance lies rather in the lattA""

A

thRn in
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the former direction.

The Chioago Vooational Guidanoe Bureau

has had experienoe of that.

•

For instanoe, in the oase of

handioapped ohildren who have been placed in employment through
the efforts of the Bureau, it has been found that too olose a
follow-up on these ohildren has made

t~em

discontented, restles ,

~

querulous, over-dependent on the Bureau, constantly eager to
change employment.

When conoern about them has been

int~lligent

ly lessened, these same ohildren oontinted in their employments
with more contentment, with less interruptions.
Then there is the danger of dootrinairism, of wild experimentation,· of being oaught by momentary fads in educational
theory.

There is also the danger, always present in highly

-

organized work, of beooming inUuman, of not being able to see
the wood for the trees, of making the maohinery of investigation
more important than the purpose of investigation, of making the
case-reoord more important than the child.

Not by way of

.*

oritical estimate, but as a mere statement of faot, it must be
said that the Chicago Vooational Bureau is aware of these danger ,
nd is watohing them with olear.heads and practioal intelligenoe

I
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